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Copyright © 2020 HowStuffWorks, division of InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, System1 gold image speaker Nicemonkey from Fotolia.com All speakers require a small electric charge to transmit audio signal and deliver enough power to produce a satisfactory volume. Some speakers, such as small desktop models used with computers, contain
built-in amplifiers to control blocks. Most full-size speakers, such as home theater floor models or stereos, must be connected by speaker wire to an amplifier or receiver to power and receive an audio signal. Connecting speakers takes only a few minutes with simple tools. Place the speakers in the right place, usually in pairs to properly
adjust the stereo. Cut the length of the wire long enough to connect each speaker to the back of the amplifier or receiver, then connect about 1/2 inch insulation from the two wires at each end. Lift the red and black clamps on the back of each speaker to find a small hole under each wire insertor. Insert the red wire into the hole under the
red terminal. The other wire is eded with a hole under the black terminal. Connect the other ends of the wire to the amplifier or receiver in the same way as to connect the wires from the left speaker to the two connectors for the left audio channel on the amplifier or receiver. Connect the amplifier or receiver to an electrical outlet, play an
output signal such as FM radio, on the receiver, and adjust the volume to a comfortable level for listening. By Blaze Johnson External Automotive Audio Amplifiers require adequate power in order to function and perform properly. The power of the car's output audio amplifier capability will greatly affect the power size and ground cables
needed to be installed. The car's sound amplifiers require a proper fuse in the line to isolate and protect the power supply chain. Running your car's battery-powered cable into an external audio amplifier is an easy task when using relevant tools and materials. Open the hood of the vehicle and disconnect the negative battery cable from
the battery. Remove the rocker's internal molding processing located on the same side of the vehicle as the battery with the appropriate screwdriver. Refer to the vehicle-specific repair manual to learn how to remove the appropriate interior components needed to install the power cable. Remove the rear seat cushions to gain access to
possible wire looms entering the trunk if possible. Check the motor compartment firewall on the same side as the battery. Find a suitable wire hole large enough to pass Power. If you can't find a suitable wire large enough for a power cable, drill a small 1/2-inch hole through a firewall located away from any mechanical or electrical
interference. Install a small rubber rubber in the hole to avoid damage to the power wire from the exposed metal. Submit a power cable through the firewall, from inside the vehicle. Pull the power cord to the Positive battery connector, providing enough slurr to safely route the wire into the engine compartment. The route remained the end
of the power cable under the vehicle's carpet and rocker finish areas. Find the appropriate hole required for the power wire route to the trunk area if possible. Run the power cord next to the amplifier, providing enough smooching in the cable for proper routing. Cut a 6-inch piece of wire off the cable from the battery side. Strip of 5/8-inch
insulation at both ends of a 6-inch piece of cable and side cable amplifier using a pair of wire strippers or a box knife. Install one of the supplied cable connectors at one end of the 6-inch cable using a suitable pair of wire cushions. Insert the remaining 6-inch cable into one of the fuse connecting terminals. Secure the cable to the fuse hold
terminal by tightening the fine pin using Allen's wrench of the appropriate size. The band is 5/8-inch insulation from the end of the cable, which is directed next to the amplifier, and installs one of the put shovels or ring terminals. Some amplifiers may have sets of twisted power connections similar to the type used for the fuse holder, which
eliminates the need to install ring or blade terminals. Unplug the Positive battery cable from the battery. If your car has GM-style side battery poles, replace the battery factory bolt with a battery adapter designed specifically for the car's sound amplifier apps. Secure the ring connector of the power cable on the connection pin on the
adapter using the wrench of the appropriate size. If your car has a top-post battery connection, simply slide the Positive Battery Connecter bolt through the ring connect, found on a 6-inch piece of cable, and tighten the connection using a wrench of the appropriate size. Check the power cable amplifier and fix any wire strands of fry
present. Secure the remaining half of the fuse holder to the cable leading to the amplifier. Connect the two halves of the fuse hold together with the fuse installed. Secure the power cable with wire screeds away from moving mechanical components and heat sources in the engine compartment. Replace interior trim items and rear seat
cushions. Connect the Negative battery cable to the battery to complete the installation process. Automotive Bibles are supported by readers. When you buy through a link on our website, we can earn an affiliate commission. Find out more of the days when camping takes place or The power outage meant you had to live without electricity
until your ride was over or power was restored. These days, portable power supplies make a much more luxurious glamping experience possible. Perhaps. portable power supplies have built-in inverters that make them capable of charging AC devices, and they can be charged using solar panels or your car's battery , allowing you to fully
live off-grid. Whether it's your smartphone, microwave, TV or heater, you no longer have to sacrifice your creature comfort in exchange for adventures in the great outdoors. Sold on the benefits of a portable power supply and looking for some direction on which to buy? Read our guide to buying the best portable power supplies based on
factors such as capacity, number of outlets, top-up times and value for money. You will be fully charged and ready to go anytime! Topping's best portable power supply our list of the best portable power supplies is the Jackery 240 Explorer. This high-capacity lithium-ion battery can power devices up to 200W from an AC outlet using a pure
sine wave inverter. There's also a DC car port and two USB ports, so you can charge multiple devices at once. You can refill it from an AC outlet, car charger or using a compatible solar panel (required separately), in about 8 hours. This portable charger has a full LCD with a battery percentage indicator, so you can see exactly how much
power you have left. Other benefits include silent work as well as lightweight, ultra portable design. The only thing you'll need to look out for is the auto-shut-off feature, which kicks in when the current draw is too low - it's great for maintaining power, but can be a challenge if you're using a device with typically low power, such as some
CPAP machines. Good capacity: Offers 18 x smartphone charges/4 x laptop charges multiple devices simultaneously Portable, lightweight and silent Automatic turned off LCD with battery percentage indicator Automatic shutdown can be a problem for devices under 10W Only AC outlet Next in our list of the best portable power supplies is
Rockpals 280Wh power station, Which has a slightly larger capacity than the Jackery Explorer at 300W. It still has only one AC outlet, but there are an impressive five DC sockets and four USB ports, so you'll be able to power many low-power devices at once. You can also turn off sockets when they are not used for backup power. The
power plant charges from an AC outlet in 6-7 hours, or you can use your car port, or purchase an additional solar panel, for a completely off-grid solution. The negative points are that, unlike the Jackery Explorer, the display does not have a percentage of the battery as well four indicators of the unit, which can make it difficult to know
exactly when your power will be resolved. Several users also report a strong plastic/chemical odor, especially when the battery is charged from the AC port. High Capacity: Offers 25 x Smartphone Charge / 5 x Laptop Charge Charge devices simultaneously Automatic shutdown Ability to turn off sockets when they are not in use No battery
percentage indicator Only 1 AC outlet Strong plastic odor This Chafon 346Wh power station has three AC outlets, so you can charge multiple AC devices at once (laptops, for example, making it ideal for remote workers). The battery has a larger capacity than previous models at 500W (reflected in a higher price), although it seems to be
struggling when approaching that high, so it's probably best to stick to the 300-400W] to be safe. Perhaps the best thing about this portable charger is its multifunctionality - it can also be used to jump-start your car's battery using included alligator clips, and there's a built-in 1W flashlight, making it particularly ideal for use as a camping
power source. Just keep an eye out for a fluctuating DC power supply that can dip below 12V from time to time, creating a problem if your device needs a minimum of 12V power (such as some CPAP machines). High capacity: Offers 30 x phone charges/ 9 hours of laptop use Built-in surge protection to protect your devices Charge
multiple AC devices at once You can also use to jump start car battery Built-in flashlight Quiet operation Fluctuating voltage may not support DC devices that require 12V minutes. Run more expensive than some similar options Fight to achieve maximum power 500W If you are looking for a smaller battery solution, consider this Paxcess
151Wh portable power plant. At 3.3 pounds, it's less than half the weight of many other models, making it ideal for traveling or keeping in a car. With this more portable design, comes less energy – it can only charge devices up to 100W, and it's with a modified sine wave inverter that isn't as safe for your appliances as a pure wave sine.
That will be enough for your phone, laptop and some basic lights, but you won't be able to charge any more devices hungry for power. If that's all you need, you should be able to bypass 18 phone charges or enough power to run a CPAP machine for 1 - 2 nights (if you're using a DC adapter). One of the best things about this Paxcess
portable generator is price - it's significantly more affordable than other models, and if you only need it for easy use, that might just be all you need. Good capacity: 18 x phone charges / 1-2 x laptop charges Very light (our lightest battery pack yet) Charge 2 AC devices at once Built-in flashlight Silent operation More accessible Not as
powerful as Model Modified hay wave inverter can damage devices not equipped to support MSW (check your devices before purchase) Battery quickly discharges Next is yeti 400 Portable Power Station from Goal Zero. This one has a capacity of 396Wh and can charge devices up to 300W using a pure wave inverter sine and multiple
spreads. It's lead-acid lead-acid so it's considerably heavier than lithium variants and much less portable. 33Ah storage is low on price, but you can attach it to other lead-acid batteries to increase it. The battery can be charged using AC or car port or solar panel (none of which are included). Keep in mind that if you use compatible Nomad
20 solar panels from Goal Zero, you'll be looking at a pretty big 2-day refill time. Some users have also experienced problems with the battery, which no longer holds the charge after a year or so of use, and since the warranty is only for six months, this can be a challenge. Good capacity: 30 x phone charges / 3-5 x laptop charges Charge
2 AC devices immediately Chained with other lead-acid batteries 33Ah Silent operation Heavier and shorter lifespan, than lithium batteries Low storage 33Ah Takes 2 days + to charge through a solar panel can not last more than a year For a lighter option, consider this portable generator PowerOak 400Wh, which has a lithium-ion-ion
battery and built-in inverter pure wave sine, capable of powering devices up to 300W. It has 8 sockets - two AC, two DC and four USB, so it's ready to charge many devices at once (and don't worry, it automatically turns off if you exceed 300W). The great thing about this camping power source is that it includes a variety of cables that may
be needed, including a car charging cable and alligator clips to jump-start your car. There is also a dedicated solar charging port and cable, so if you want to top it up that way, all you'll need to provide is a solar panel. If we cleaned up, we would like the battery indicator to reflect the percentage, not just the blocks, but besides the fact that
there's not much blame with that. Includes Alligator Clips for Jump Launch Car Charge 2 AC Devices Immediately Includes Solar Charging Port and Cable Automatic Shutdown Can't Be Chained to Other Batteries No Percentage Battery Indicator This stylish PS60 Polaroid's portable power supply has a high capacity of 578Wh and can
charge devices up to 300W using a pure sine wave inverter (giving you about 17 33W tablet charges). There are five outlets: one AC, three DC, and two USB. Other notable features include a built-in flashlight, making it ideal for emergency lighting or camping, and a fairly impressive recharging time - 5.5 hours from the AC port and six
hours from the solar panel (not included) in direct sunlight. Some users felt that the battery was losing its overtime charge, but this may be due to them leaving an AC inverter, it is not used, or simply a faulty element. If you're having trouble with this portable battery plug-in, there's an impressive 24-month warranty to help you. Good
Capacity: 17 x Tablet Charges Built-in Flashlight Features at Extreme Temperatures (-13°F to 140°F) Built-in Battery Battery The second portable charger system from Paxcess on our list is the 280W power station. Despite being more powerful, it is still one of the easiest options on this list at 5.9lbs, making it ideal for camping. Perhaps
the best thing about this portable Paxcess generator is a price point that's very clever for a lithium-ion battery of this capacity. Other positive results include automatic shutdown, integrated battery management and silent operation. There's no built-in flashlight like with some other models, but that's not a reason to ignore this otherwise large
portable power source. Good capacity: Laptop charging 3-4 times, CPAP machine 3-4 nights Automatic battery management system shutdown Available, compared to similar designs No noise or vibration No built-in flashlight Only 1 AC outlet Next in our list of the best portable power sources is a 500Wh power station from Audew. This is
one lithium iron phosphate battery that is lighter and longer than lead acid, although it is not as good as lithium-ion. It includes a pure 200W sinus wave inverter, and has one DC, four USB and two AC sockets, which is handy because you can charge more than one AC device at a time, such as a laptop and mini fridge (provided they don't
exceed 200W). You can refill it nine hours from the AC outlet (good given its power), and it can be charged from the carport or using a solar panel (not included). Keep in mind that if you use solar power, you won't be able to charge devices at the same time. It can also be used to jump start a car battery, so it's a great option to store in
your vehicle in case of emergencies. Good capacity: Run laptop for 9 hours + Charge 2 AC devices simultaneously Can be used to jump-start car Automatic shutdown Can't be used to power devices while recharging solar without battery percentage indicator Feeling overloaded by the number of amazing portable power sources? Allow
our purchase guide and faq to help you decide which one is best suited to you. Features to consider when buying a portable power source This is one of the most important things to consider when buying a portable power source as it affects the power and number of outlets that your battery. Think about how many devices you want to be
able to charge and whether you want to charge them at the same time. If so, it will work out how much energy they each draw, and choose a power source with enough outlets, it's capable of maintaining their combined power (try finding one with more power than you need as many batteries struggle when close to their maximum). Also
review how the battery is charging. Charged. it is only through an AC outlet, or can you use a car port or solar panel? For example, if you're going to a wild campsite for long periods of time, you're more likely to want a battery that can be charged with solar power, which will allow you to completely get off the grid. Make sure the solar panel
is the right power and voltage for the battery. This is an important factor to consider if you are using devices that draw low power (less than 10W) – for example, some CPAP machines. Many portable power supplies turn off when the power gets too low, which is obviously a problem if you rely on it to start the machine while you sleep. If
you're going to use a portable power supply for camping or traveling, you want something light and not too cumbersome or difficult to move around. At the same time, lithium-ion batteries will certainly be the best choice, as they are much lighter than lead-acid batteries, as well as longer-lasting. Advantages of portable power supplies
Portable power supply allows you to pronounce (when using a solar panel), store and use its own power, independent of the mains. This means you can have power in remote locations, and this is especially useful for van rescuers, holidaymakers and travelers who like to eat off the beaten track but don't want to sacrifice their home
comfort. The benefits of using a portable power source are associated not only with comfort but also necessity - from sleep apnea sufferers using CPAP devices, diabetics using mini fridges to store insulin, there are countless ways in which portable power supplies support our health needs, and open up the camping experience to more
people's weight. Portable power supply offers remote workers the ability to charge and power their laptops, phones and other devices from anywhere, without having to rely on coffee shops or co-jobs – to work in a park, or on the beach! Finally, portable power supplies are not only for those who want to transport their power – sometimes,
power is needed at home. In areas prone to storms and/or power switching, a portable power source can be a lifesaever, allowing communications, lighting and essentials to be powered until power is restored. Portable AC generators against gas generators Gas generators offer higher power than ac power sources of a similar budget -
you will be able to run power appliances such as hair dryers and electric kettles, which are impossible with most AC units. However, gas generators require regular purchase of gasoline for their power supply – portable AC power supplies if using a solar panel can allow you to completely go over the grid and produce your own power, at
no cost. Another drawback of gas generators is that they emit fumes and work very noisy, while portable batteries are cleaner and usually silent. remain silent. for this reason, the use of gas generators is prohibited or restricted in some campsites. Of course, if you want to work with friends with neighbors, a portable AC power source is the
way to go. Best portable power supply: Q: What is a portable power supply and how does it work? A: A portable power supply is exactly what sounds like this: a portable battery you can take with you wherever you go, with sockets that you can use to charge and power devices, without depending on your power supply. Unlike gas
generators, power comes from a rechargeable battery that, depending on the model, can be charged using an AC outlet, car port or solar panel. The battery then retains this power ready to be transferred to your devices when needed. Q: Can I use a portable power supply on an airplane? A: Regulations on portable electricity suppliers
vary between airlines, so be sure to read the rules of the selected carrier. Under the general rule, most aircraft are allowed to take lithium batteries up to 100 KWh. Batteries up to 160Wh require special airline design, and above it is no. ChargeTech's portable AC power supply at number 9 is the only battery on this list suitable for airplane
travel. Lithium batteries should be stirred in hand luggage rather than stored in a hold. Q: How long will the batteries last? A: Battery life depends on the model you buy and how you use/charge your portable power supply, but all batteries will deplete over time (usually in 2 - 3 years). In order to extend battery life, always follow the
manufacturer's instructions for discharging and charging the battery correctly correctly correctly, and continue charging the battery regularly (at least every 3 months). Our Top Pick We've included some great batteries on this list, but our pick of the best portable power supplies should be the Jackery 240 Explorer power station. This
lithium-iono battery can power devices up to 200W from an AC outlet, and has a DC car port and 2 x USB ports offering you plenty of charging options. There are three charging methods that allow for full flexibility, and the battery percentage indicator is a particularly useful feature that not all portable power supplies include. Silent
operation, automatic shutdown and lightweight ultra-portable design to snug this charger into first place. Sources: How DC/AC Inverters Work – How Stuff Works Add Your Rating Automotive Advice and Products Products
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